case Study

Power seat

Above: “Simple left/right
operator conversion was
an unexpected bonus.
My new assistant who
starts in a few weeks is
left handed”.

By Jade Richardson

It’s a long term commitment so choose a chair that
works hard, knows how to adapt and keeps its good
looks longer than you will.
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en years after Dr Nick France bought his
first Fimet chair it’s still rewarding him
with good looks, flexibility and the power to
respond to those curved balls that life sometimes throws us.
Left-handed locum? No problem. When he
recently discovered that his new dental assistant was left-handed, which would have major
potential impact in most surgeries, again, Dr
France could say no problem. The inherent
adaptability of the Fimet’s whip action instrument delivery system which swings across the
patient to both sides of the chair has got the
long-established Victorian dentist out of more
than one corner. “The ability to work from
both sides of the chair has had unexpected
advantages,” says Dr France who counts its
ambidextrous nature as a bonus.
“What first caught my eye was the whip
action arm because I could see straight away
that it would allow us a very efficient and
streamlined system for working. The swing
design allows me to seamlessly pass equipment
through from my work side to the steri, giving
the nurse easy access to clean and re-equip
while I close up with the patient. It really works
very well.”

Dr France spent a year researching chairs
when he was preparing for major extensions and
renovations at his Parkridge Dental Practice in
Rowville, east Melbourne in the mid-90s. “I
looked at all the usual options, and explored all
the trade shows and congresses, but the Fimet
caught my eye straight away,” he says.
Not only did the unit catch his eye though,
it captured his imagination. Advantages for
workflow, separation of tasks, ease of turnaround and possible access from the chair to the
steri offered by the chair influenced his ideas
about the design plans for the new practice.
“We built the steri adjacent to the new surgery
so that the nurse has immediate access from
the chair – I can’t really imagine how much
difference that has made over the years in time
and ease.”
And that’s not the only way the chair has
been at work for Dr France. Its Continental-style
spring-loaded delivery system gives weightless
delivery of handpieces, unobstructed by cables
and without drag. “The Fimet system takes all
the weight off every procedure, you can literally
balance a handpiece on a finger and that reduces
stress and strain which makes everything I do
just that bit easier.” The smooth contoured
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“I really like the F1whip arm. It works very
nicely and is positioned so the patients can’t
see it. The instruments need to be somewhere
convenient so that you just move your hand
to get them. If you have to change the focus
of your eyes [between looking at the patient’s
mouth and finding the instruments] it is
very tiring, especially when you see so many
patients each day.
“This is the most ergonomic design and the
least stressful.”

system is also superior in hygiene and
speed of turnaround compared to the
alternative hanging bracket style.
What the chair offers in performance, it matches in presentation.
“After 10 years it looks exactly the
same as the day it arrived,” he says.
“The design specifically reduces
exposed metal and surfaces that show
fatigue. Even the upholstery is in still
great condition so when it was time
to add an additional surgery I went
straight back to Fimet and said it’s
time for another one.”
Dr France explored innovations
in other brands but maintains that

the classic advantages inherent in the
Fimet still outweigh its rivals. “A lot
of the new functions really just add
complexity, and possibly technical
problems and maintenance issues. In
my mind, there are a lot of clever additions in the market, but I wondered
really, how much would I actually use
them?”
Hygiene, cleanliness and immaculate presentation are the longterm
benefits of excellence in design which
emphasises harmonious movement,
efficiency and longevity over complexity. “From the point of view of cleanliness and maintenance, even after 10
years the chair is as good as new – and
it looks it!,” Dr France says. “It keeps
going and going, without any sign of
age or reduced performance.”
From the point of view of simple
economics, Dr France can depend on

Fimet to maintain the modern and
fresh look of his practice without
requiring
ongoing
maintenance,
repairs or re-upholstery. Basic needs
can be delivered overnight from the
Australian distributor who has a longterm and personal association with
his clients. Now, that’s an investment
u
with a powerful return.

Survey with
Dr Nick France
1. Have you purchased a dental chair /
treatment unit in the past 10-15 years?
Yes, I have bought two chairs.
2. How old is the product now?
One is about 10 years old, the other 18
months.
3. Is your chair / treatment unit
microprocessor controlled?
Yes.
4. Did you research the product before
purchase?
Yes, I looked at all the options.
5. Why did you choose this particular
product?
The modern style and whip arm delivery
system were the biggest selling point.
6. Does your chair / treatment unit
promote personal health & safety?
Yes, the whip arm makes drills very light
to use so reduce muscle fatigue.
Smooth lines are easy to clean, so
hygienic.

Compact – Elegant – Versatile and Productive!
From the point of view of cleanliness and
maintenance, even after 10 years the chair is
as good as new – and it looks it.

7. Was your buying strategy based
on brand; best deal; new technology;
design; service & support;
recommendation? Other?
All of the above, nice lines, good price,
practical design.
8. How long do you expect the chair /
treatment unit to last?
Many years. The older unit still has a
modern look to it and the finish looks
almost as good as new
9. Is your chair / treatment unit
compatible to suite left / right handed
operators?
The new unit is for both and my new
assistant who starts in a few weeks is left
handed so this was an unexpected bonus.
10. Does the chair company give you
good service?
Very prompt delivery of spare parts from
Jeff in Perth.
Recently Dentec has been responsible
for servicing the unit and they have been
most helpful. They haven’t actually had
to work on the actual chairs, only other
equipment in the surgery.
11. Are there any drawbacks or problems
with this investment?
None that I am aware of.

“The F1 dental unit can be easily positioned to the assistant’s side. I can still talk to the patient
about their treatment while the assistant cleans up and the patients are oblivious to it. Patient entry
and exit to the chair is clear and equipment obstruction free.”

12. Would you purchase the same brand
again?
Definitely.
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